
 

Alternator Fact Sheet 

With increasing electrical demand on-board yachts and specialist 

vehicles, a high output alternator ensures that batteries continue 

to charge quickly and fully. Yacht engines and vehicles are supplied 

with standard automotive alternators that are too small to cope 

with larger battery bank sizes and increased electrical load. What's 

more, the engine needs to be run at high speed to gain maximum 

alternator output. High output alternators are designed to produce 

usable output at low RPM while an optional smart regulator will 

ensure it delivers a 4 stage charge to the battery bank. 

Why ‘Any’ Alternator just wont do 

Conventional alternators (even just bigger output ones) are not designed to deal with continuous 

heavy duty loads, large capacity and specialist battery banks. Produced for the general automotive 

market, these units are designed for normal road conditions, relatively high engine speeds and low 

loadings (lights, wipers and fan). 

In marine/ off road/ side road applications, engines spend lengthy periods at idle or low RPM. This is 

no fast enough to switch on some alternators, let alone provide meaningful charging output. Larger 

(and specialist chemistry) battery banks need high current to recover from deep discharges and spe-

cial charging regimes to achieve 100% recharge. Ordinary alternators have a fixed voltage output that 

recovers batteries to only around 80% of their true capacity. 

Heat is the biggest cause of alternator failure. Under the bonnets/hoods of cars, vans and trucks, a 

continuous and large air-flow runs around the alternator. Engine rooms on boars have virtually no air-

flow. Balmar alternators are engineered with numerous passive thermal management features such 

as dual fans, high temperature  rated diodes and coatings. Active temperature monitoring and control 

comes with certain Balmar regulators to further mitigate overheating problems. 

Off-road vehicles and boars operate in harsh environments. Damp conditions, salt-spray and vehicle's 

wading leads to serious corrosion problems. Balmar alternators feature internal coatings, stainless 

hardware and sealed electronics.  

The graph shows the Balmar 60 Series 70A 
12V model’s output vs a conventional 70A 
automotive unit (Delco Remy 10si Series). 
The Balmar provides around 60 amps at 1500 
RPM – bear in mind that most engines have a 
3:1 pulley ratio (meaning that the alternator 
spins three times as fast as the engine) – eg 
60A at engine idle!  
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Economic Benefits 

Balmar alternators pay for themselves. As the previous graph ex-

plains, significantly higher charging current is provided at lower 

RPM. This results in quicker charging time (less time spent running 

the engine to charge batteries), fuel and engine wear savings. 

Batteries that are not correctly charged will fail prematurely—

Balmar alternators save engine running cost and extended battery 

life. 

 

Applications 

Balmar alternators are primarily designed for marine use. However, Merlin have sold Balmar alterna-

tors into specialist vehicles, DC generators and industrial applications over many years where low RPM 

and high output is required. 

Choosing Your Alternator 

There are 4 factors to consider when choosing a high output alternator. 

 

Current Output 

Choosing the right sized alternator for your battery bank is important. A general rule of thumb is a 4:1 

ratio - eg a 400Ah battery bank would need a 100A alternator. However, if using more exotic battery 

types (such as our Fullriver AGM or Li-ion cells), you could drop this ratio down tto 1:2 (or even 1:1) for 

very rapid recharge times (check with the battery manufacturer/ supplier first!). 

Application (low RPM, Commercial & Continuous Duty Use) 

Our alternators vary considerably in their features, construction and cost. The range is split into differ-

ent sections according to their ability to deliver higher current at low RP, and overall ruggedness. 

Fitting 

Retrofitting alternators can be an involved job. While some of our units are designed to be direct bolt 

for bolt” replacement for existing alternators, be prepared to make bracket modifications and. Or in-

sert spacers/ washers to make the unit fit. If you are not capable of this, employ a good engineer. 
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Regulation 

Apart from the 6 series (which has a built in regulator), all Balmar alternators require a regulator. Fixed 

voltage output, single stage and advanced multi-stage regulators are available. All external regulators 

will work with all Balmar alternators. 

6 Series 

Small case, High Output. Designed to be a direct replacement 

for OEM alternators. Supplied with internal single stage         

regulator. 6 Series units can be upgraded to 4 stage smart 

charging units by simply plugging in a Balmar ARS or 

Maxcharge Regulator. Perfect for recreational boats and small-

er commercial vehicles. 70-150 amps 12/24V. 

AT Series 

Advanced  Technology. AT units provide the most power out-

put possible from a small case alternator. Perfect for vehicles 

or boats where larger case alternators cannot be fitted yet 

high charge current is required. Externally regulated - must be 

used with Maxcharge Alternator Regulator. 165 - 230 amps 

9X Series 

Large Case ‘Power Handlers’. Continuous duty for professional    

marine and large system users. Designed to operate for 

lengthy periods of time; Day in, Day out. External Regulation. 

165 - 310 amps 12/24V 


